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Abstract

This paper describes a formal constructive proof of the decidability

of a sequent calculus presentation of classical propositional logic� The

Nuprl theories and proofs reported on here are part of a larger pro�

gram to safely incorporate formally justi�ed decision procedures into

theorem provers� The proof is implemented in the Nuprl system and

the resulting proof object yields a �correct�by�construction� program

for deciding propositional sequents� In the case the sequent is valid�

the program reports that fact� in the case the sequent is falsi�able�

the program returns a falsifying assignment� Also� the semantics of

the propositional sequents is formulated here in Kleene	s strong three�

valued logic which both
 agrees with the standard two valued seman�

tics� and gives �ner information in case the proposition is falsi�able�
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� Introduction

In this paper� a Nuprl proof of the decidability of a sequent calculus pre�
sentation of propositional logic is presented� Nuprl is an implementation of
a constructive type theory� as a result of the constructivity� and the design
of the system� proofs yield programs in the form of terms of the untyped
lambda calculus� Here� Nuprl is used as meta�theory ��� 	� �	� to formalize
the syntax and semantics of a sequent presentation of classical propositional
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logic� Decidability for this embedded formal system is proved within the
Nuprl system and the program extracted from the proof is a decision pro�
cedure for the logic�

��� Related Work

The idea of extending theorem prover capabilities by the addition of formally
veried decision procedures is not new� proposals we made as as early as ����
��� and there have been many more since� Actual formal verications of
decision procedures are less common� One example that has been repeated
a number of times is Boyer and Moore�s propositional tautology checker in
the form of an IF�THEN�ELSE normalization procedure ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
The paper by Paulin�Mohring and Werner ���� is the closest in spirit to
the work presented here in that they extract the program for the tautology
checker from a constructive proof in the Coq system� They address issues
related to the e�ciency of the extracted program� The proof presented
here is for a sequent formulation of propositional logic which includes the
classical propositional operators for negation� conjunction� disjunction� and
implication�

��� Overview of the Approach

The development follows the natural proof informally presented by Consta�
ble and Howe in their paper ���� In the formalization presented here the
syntax of propositional formulas is formalized as a recursive type in the
Nuprl system� Sequents are formalized as pairs of lists of formulas� The
presentation here di�ers from ��� in that the semantics for the logic are pro�
vided via a Kleene valuation dened over formulas which is then lifted to
sequents�

To avoid confusion the reader should bear in mind there are three distinct
logics in the presentation�

i�	 a sequent formulation of classical propositional logic� decidability is being
proved for this logic�

ii�	 a formalization of Kleene�s strong three valued logic which provides the
semantic basis for the decidability result� and

iii�	 the logic of Nuprl which serves as the formal metalanguage for the
statement and proof of the result�
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The program for deciding tautologies is extracted from the formal proof�
The extracted algorithm is the decision procedure obtained by searching
for a sequent calculus proof via recursive application of the propositional
sequent rules� as long as any still apply� and then checking to see if all
resulting sequents� which contain only variables� are axioms� The core of the
algorithm is a recursive procedure which is extracted from a normalization
theorem�

The decidability theorem itself is proved from the normalization lemma
which is proved via a well�founded induction on sequents� The measure for
the induction is the operator complexity of the sequent� Using the Nuprl
extraction mechanism a recursive procedure for normalizing sequents is ex�
tracted from the proof of the normalization lemma� This program is applied
to a sequent by the decision procedure extracted from the proof of decidabil�
ity� The decision procedure applied to a tautologous sequent halts and indi�
cates it is a tautology� If the decision procedure is applied to a sequent which
is not a tautology� it returns a falsifying assignment �a counter�example��

Constable and Howe�s informal proof uses a nite function representation
for assignments and does not consider the problem of partial assignments�
i�e� an assignment that does not provide truth values to all variables oc�
curring in the formula� This situation occurs frequently� whenever a proof
rule having two hypotheses is invoked� As will be seen� the variables not
included in the domain of such assignments are �don�t care� conditions� the
value to assign such undened variables can be arbitrarily chosen� In the
formalization presented in this paper� the semantics for the formula are de�
ned over Kleene�s strong three valued logic� This proves to be the natural
partial valuation semantics� the third value in Kleene�s logic informally be�
ing interpreted as �unknown� or �don�t care�� To make the semantics for
the three valued case coincide with the classical two valued logic� a unique
but natural denition for validity is given� Informally� a formula is valid
exactly when every assignment that contains enough information �assigns
values to enough variables� to determine truth or falsity asserts the truth
of the formula� This notion of formula validity under a Kleene valuation is
lifted to sequents in the natural way�

� A whirlwind introduction to Nuprl

The Nuprl type theory is a sequent presentation of a constructive type the�
ory via type assignment rules� It supports an untyped lambda�calculus as

	



its programming language� Following Barendregt ��� we can distinguish
the Nuprl type theory from the perhaps more familiar Church style typed
lambda�calculi by calling it a lambda calculus in the style of Curry or a
lambda calculi with type assignment� In Nuprl the underlying program�
ming language is untyped and the objective of a proof is either� to prove a
type is inhabited� i�e� to show some program �term� is a member of the
type or to show a term inhabits a particular type� A complete presentation
of the type theory can be found in the Nuprl book ��� �which will be referred
to subsequently as �the book����

The Nuprl system� as distinguished from the type theory� implements
a rich environment to support reasoning about and computing with the
Nuprl type theory� The system implementing the type theory has evolved
since publication of the book but �with a few extensions� the type theory
presented there is faithfully implemented by the Nuprl system� Complete
documentation is included in the Nuprl V	�� distribution� �

The following sections give a brief introduction to the Nuprl computa�
tion system� the type theory and some aspects of the system� An example
dening a bounded list quantication operator via general recursion is also
included�

��� The computation system

Nuprl terms include the constructs of its untyped functional programming
language with additional constructs for denoting types and propositions�
Terms will be printed here in typewriter font and will sometimes be en�
closed in term quotes� dthis is a terme� Variables denoting terms will
be printed in italics �t�� Terms are either canonical or noncanonical� A
term is canonical if its outermost forms are canonical �they may contain
non�canonical subterms�� The Nuprl computation system provides reduc�
tion rules for evaluation of noncanonical terms� The Nuprl evaluator is the
computer implementation of these rules� A complete description of canoni�
cal and non�canonical terms and the semantics for the computation system
is provided in the book�

For terms t and t� we will write t � t� to indicate that t �the redex�
evaluates to t� �the contractum� under the reduction rules� In later sections
we will apply an extended version of the basic computation system via the

�The Nuprl system is available from Cornell via the World Wide Web at
http���www�cs�cornell�edu�Info�Projects�Nuprl�nuprl�html or by anonymous ftp
from ftp�cs�cornell�edu�
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rewrite facility� For terms t and t� we will write t�R t� to indicate that t
reduces to t� in the extended system�

As usual� the notation t�t��x� denotes the term resulting from the sub�
stitution of t� for free occurrences of x in t� Similarly� t�t��� � ��tn�x��� � ��xn�
denotes the simultaneous substitution of each ti for each xi in t�

The reduction rules used in the decidability proofs are presented here
for quick reference�

	�x
b�	t� � b�t�x�

list ind	���b�x�y�z
u� � b
list ind	ht�b�x�y�z
u� � u�h�t�list ind	t�b�x�y�z
u��x�y�z�

decide	inl	t��x
l�y
r� � l�t�x�
decide	inr	t��x
l�y
r� � r�t�y�
spread	�t��t���x�y
t� � t�t��t��x�y�

atom eq	a�b�t��t�� � t� if a�b
atom eq	a�b�t��t�� � t� if a ��b
rec ind	a�h�z
d� � d�a��z
rec ind	z�h�z
d��h�z�

The rst rule is the ordinary beta�reduction rule� Since it is included in
the computation system� and since Nuprl terms are not tagged with type�
information �a la Church�� the evaluator is an interpreter for the untyped
lambda calculus �extended with the computation rules just dened�� The
Nuprl term evaluator implements a left�most outermost �lazy� evaluation
strategy� although for terms which can be assigned a type in the system�
evaluation order is immaterial since the typeable terms are strongly normal�
izing ��� ���

��� Propositions�as�types and Proofs�as�programs

The principle of constructive proof can be summed up by saying a proof
provides direct evidence for the proposition being proved ��
�� Basing the
semantics for a logic on this principle is sometimes known as the Heyting
interpretation �����

In the Heyting interpretation� truth corresponds to provability and fal�
sity corresponds to the absence of any proof� A proof of the conjunction
P �Q is a pair of proofs ha� bi where a is a proof of P and b is a proof of Q�
A proof of the disjunction P �Q is a proof of P or a proof of Q and there is
some means of distinguishing which of the two was proved� A proof of the
implication P � Q is an operator �a function� that transforms a proof of P
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into a proof of Q� A proof of �P �which is just an encoding for P � false�
is a function that� from a proof of P � proves absurdity� i�e� it constructs a
proof of false� A proof of �x � T�P �x� is a pair ha� bi where a is an element of
T and b is a proof of P �a�x�� A proof of �x � T�P �x� is a function mapping
a proof a of T to proofs of P �a�x��

Thus� a proposition is true when it has a proof� when there is direct
evidence for its truth� Thinking of the proofs of a proposition as somehow
being �members� of the proposition is a long step toward understanding
the propositions�as�types notion� Thus a proposition is true when it has
members �proofs� and false otherwise� On the type theory side� we say a
type is inhabited when it has members and is empty otherwise�

The proofs�as�programs notion is explained by seeing that lambda�terms
can encode proofs under the Heyting interpretation� For the case of impli�
cations it is trivial� by the Heyting interpretation� a proof of the proposition
P � Q is a function mapping a proof of P to a proof of Q� Thus� a proof
of the implication must be a lambda�term of the form �x�M such that� for
all proofs p of P � the application ��x�M��p� �which� under one step of beta�
reduction� is M �p�x�� is a proof of Q� Completing the translation� if for all
p in P � the term M �x�p� is in Q the term �x�M is a proof of P � Q�

The Heyting interpretation motivates the next section which presents
the the Nuprl type system� The connection will be made explicit in a later
section when the constructive logic encoded by Nuprl types is presented�

��� The type theory

A Nuprl type is a term T of the computation system with an associated
transitive and symmetric relation denoted by the term x�y�T� This relation
is known as type membership equality and respects evaluation in terms x and
y �it is an equivalence relation when restricted to members of T�� A point of
confusion to the novice is that� unlike set theory� type membership equality
is well�formed �is a proposition� only when T is a type and x and y are both
elements of type T� if T is not a type or either of x or y �or both� are not
elements of T then the term x�y�T denotes nothing� it is nonsense�

In addition to the type membership equality provided with each type�
there is an equality on types� Equality of types is intensional i�e� type
equality in Nuprl is a structural equality modulo the direct computation
rules� This means that� unlike sets which enjoy extensional equality� two
types may contain the same elements and share an equality relation but not
be equal types� For example� although T and fxT � Trueg have the same
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members and equality relations� they are not equal types in Nuprl�
Interpreting the type membership equality relation and type membership

as types is made sensible via the propositions�as�types interpretation ���
pg��������

x�y�T is an equality term� It denotes a type when T�U and x�T and y�T�
otherwise it denotes nothing� it is nonsense � If x and y are not equal
elements in T then the type is empty� If x and y denote equal elements
in T the type in inhabited by the single element denoted by the term
Axiom�

x�T is a membership term� It is an encoding for the equality term x�x�T�
It denotes nothing if T is not a type or if x is not in T and is inhabited
by the single term Axiom otherwise�

Like the related type theory of Marin L�of ���� or the type theory of
Whitehead and Russell�s Principia Mathematica� the Nuprl�s type theory is
a predicative type theory supporting an unbounded cumulative hierarchy of
type universes� Every universe is itself a type and every type is an element
of some universe�

Ufig denotes the type universe where i is a universe level expression�� The
members of the universe Ufig are types and other universes Ufjg for
j�i� The property of being a type is formally written T�U�

Pfig is a synonym for Ufig and is sometimes used to emphasize the propo�
sitional side of the propositions�as�types interpretation�

The other Nuprl types and their members include the following�

Void is the empty type of which there are no members� Given a declaration
xVoid �absurdly declaring the existence of an element of the empty
type� the constant any is such that for all types T� any	x��T�

Z is the type integer whose members are denoted by the numerals
� � ������������ � ��

�Level expressions are not documented in the book� The Nuprl V� level expressions
provide a means of polymorphically referring to universe levels without specifying explic�
itly which level is intended ���� pg��	
�
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Atom is the type whose elements are strings of the form ��� � ��� where � � �
is any character string� Atoms are equal when they are the same
character string�

T list is the type of lists of elements of type T� The elements of T list

include the empty list� denoted �� and conses of the form at where
a�T and t�T list� Lists are equal either when they are both the
empty list or when they have equal heads and their tails are equal�

yA�B�y� is the dependent function type containing functions with domain
of type A and range type B�y� where y is a variable possibly occurring
free in B� When a�A and M�a�x��B�a�y�� a lambda abstraction of the
form �x
M is an element of the type yA�B�y�� These are the func�
tions whose range may depend on the element of the domain applied
to� Function equality is extensional�

A�B is the function type which is an encoding of terms of the form yA�B

when y does not occur free in B�

xA�B�x� is the dependent product type consisting of pairs �a�b� where
a�A and b�B�a�x�� Two pairs �a�b� and �a��b�� are equal in
xA�B�x� when a�a��A and b�b��B�a�x��

A�B is the product type and is an encoding of terms xA�B where x does
not occur free in B�

A � B denotes the disjoint union of types A and B� elements of this type are
tagged elements of the form inl	a� for a�A and inr	b� for b�B� Two
elements of the disjoint union are equal when their tagged elements
are equal in the underlying type A �if the tag is inl� or B �if the tag is
inr��

rec	x
T� is the Nuprl inductive type constructor where x is a variable bound
in term T� free occurrences of x in T denote inductively smaller elements
of the type� thus its members are the members of T�rec	x
T��x��
There are some technical constraints on the form of T but we do not
include them here� Whenever rec	x
T� is a type� members a and b

are equal if a�b�T�rec	x
T��x��

fy�T�P�y�g denotes a set type when T is a type and P�y� is a proposition
possibly containing free occurrences of the variable y� Elements x of
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this type are elements of T such that P�x�y� is true� Equality for set
types is just the equality of T restricted to fy�T�P�y�g�

x�yA��E�x�y� denotes a quotient which is a type whenever A is a type�
and E�x�y� is an equivalence on A� Its members are elements of A and
it identies elements a and b whenever the equivalence E�a�b�x�y� is
inhabited�

��� Judgements

Nuprl judgements are the assertions one proves in the system� Nuprl judge�
ments take one of two forms��

x�T��� � ��xnTn �� S �ext s�

or
x�T��� � ��xnTn �� s � S �ext Axiom�

where x��� � ��xn are distinct variables and T��� � ��Tn � S� and s are terms
�n may be 
�� every free variable of Ti is one of x��� � ��xi�� and every
free variable of S or of s is one of x��� � ��xn � The list x�T��� � ��xnTn
is called the hypothesis list� each xiTi a declaration �of xi�� each Ti is a
hypothesis� S �s�S� is the consequent or conclusion� the term following the
keyword ext is the extract� and the entire form is a Nuprl sequent� Because
the inhabitant of the type in the rst form is in the extract �which is not
displayed by the system� it is sometimes called an implicit judgement� By
the same reasoning� the second form is sometimes referred to as an explicit
judgement� An explicit judgement is also called a well�formedness goal� The
computational content of well�formedness goals is trivial�

The conditions under which a Nuprl sequent is deemed true are rather
technical because of the so�called functionality constraints insuring equal
elements of hypotheses can be freely substituted into the consequent and
extract terms� the reader is referred to the Nuprl book ��� pg��	�� for a
full account� Informally� the implicit judgement asserts that� assuming the
hypotheses are well�formed types� and the conclusion and extract terms are
functional in those types� then the term S is an inhabited type and the
extract s is an inhabitant� The fact that the extract term s inhabits S is an
artifact of the proof that S is inhabited� If S is inhabited there may be more
than one inhabitant and di�erent proofs may yield di�erent inhabitants� The

�The �rst form subsumes the second� there is really only one form but it is useful to
make the distinction as if there were two forms so we do�
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explicit judgement form similarly asserts that S is inhabited but in addition
proves s to be the�an� inhabitant� Since s�S is simply shorthand for s�s�S
by the propositions�as�types interpretation for type equality� the extract of
the explicit form is just Axiom�

A Nuprl goal is a judgement having no hypotheses�
A Nuprl proof is a decorated tree structure in which the children of each

node are instances of sequents justied by the rules of the type theory� A
proof of a sequent shows that the goal� viewed as a type� is both well�formed
and inhabited� Given terms inhabiting the hypotheses of a rule� it species
how to construct a term inhabiting the type in the conclusion of the rule�
thus� proofs contain instructions for the construction of witnesses� Extrac�
tion is the process of constructing a witness term as specied by a proof�
Although extracts are not displayed by the system� the extract term can be
retrieved by applying the function extract of thm object to a token con�
taining the name of the theorem to be extracted� The extract of a completed
proof of a sequent is a closed term� the extract of an incomplete proof is a
term possibly containing free variables�

��� The Nuprl system

The Nuprl system supports construction of top�down proofs by renement�
The prover is implemented as a tactic based prover in the style of LCF
���� and built on a base of ML� In Nuprl and related constructive systems
���� �
� ��� the so�called proposition�as�types interpretation allows for pre�
sentations to be cloaked in either logical or more purely type�theoretic terms�
Paul Jackson�s huge e�ort to rationally reconstruct the Nuprl V� tactics and
display forms serves as the basis of the Nuprl V	 system� it gives the sys�
tem a distinctly logical appearance �in contrast to the more type�theoretic
appearance of other systems��

Additionally� the system supports a library mechanism which provides
for grouping of Nuprl objects� The status and class of an object is indicated
in the library by a two character sequence preceding the name of the entry in
the library� the rst character indicates the status and the second indicates
the type of object� The seven kinds of objects �and their single character
labels� are the following� an abstraction object �A�� a comment object �C��
a display form object �D�� an ml object �M�� a precedence object �P�� a rule
object �R�� and theorem objects which are labeled by the lower case character
�t� if the theorem is unexpanded and are labeled by the upper case character
�T� if expanded� Every object has associated with it a status� also labeled
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by a single character� which is either raw ���� bad ���� incomplete ���� or
complete ���� A raw status means an object has been changed but not
yet checked� A bad status means an object has been checked and found to
contain errors� An incomplete status is meaningful only for theorem objects
and signies that its proof contains no errors but has not been nished� A
complete status indicates that the object is correct and complete�

Typically� when a new operator is being dened a display form� ab�
straction� and well�formedness theorem are provided� If the operator has
associated computational behavior an ML object supporting the selective
rewriting is usually also added�

��� Logic via propositions�as�types

A constructive logic is encoded within the Nuprl type theory which formal�
izes the Heyting interpretation presented above� The following abstractions
dened in the Nuprl V	 core � system library encode the logic�

�A true True �� � � Z

�A false False �� Void

�A and P � Q �� P � Q

�A or P � Q �� P � Q

�A implies P � Q �� P � Q

�A not �A �� A � False

�A exists 	xA
 B�x� �� xA � B�x�

�A all 
xA
 B�x� �� xA � B�x�

Thus� True� which could be modeled by any inhabited type� is modeled
here as the type asserting �� Z �which happens to be true and has the
single inhabitant Axiom�� False is encoded as the empty type� conjunction
is just a simple product� disjunction is disjoint union� implication is the
function type� negation of a proposition P is dened to be the function
that� applied to an element of P returns an element of the empty type�
existential quantication is encoded as the dependent product type� and
universal quantication is the dependent function type� The correspondence
between the propositions encoded as above and the type theory is elaborated
on in ��� Section ������ The Nuprl tactics have been built to deal with either
the propositions or types formulation uniformly�
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��	 Set Types
 Decidability
 Stability
 and Squash Stability

The principle of constructive evidence can sometimes result in overly com�
plex types� The set type provides a mechanism for dening new types with
possibly complex properties but which have the computational content as�
sociated with the dening property discarded� Thus� the declaration afxT
� P�x�g� asserts an element a such that a�T and P�a�x� is inhabited� but
without carrying along the proofs that it does� Since the computational
content has been discarded� the fact that the a has the property P�a�x� is
not freely obtainable in the proof� it is a so�called hidden hypothesis� Hidden
hypotheses cannot be used �without rst unhiding them� in proof steps that
contribute to the computational content of the proof� however� not all proof
steps do contributes� Well�formedness goals generated in the course of a
proof� as well as equality reasoning� do not contribute�

This restriction on the use of hidden hypotheses� would appear to the
limit the usefulness of the set type� however� if P is stable� squash stable or
decidable then membership of an element can be e�ectively determined and
the missing computational content is not needed� it resides in the justica�
tion of the stability or decidability of P�

Being constructive� Nuprl cannot in general prove the so�called law of
excluded middle� that is� 
PP
P��P is not a theorem of Nuprl� Even
though excluded middle is not provable for arbitrary propositions P � for
many P it is uniformly decidable �i�e� there is an algorithm to decide�
which of P or �P holds� That is precisely the denition of the abstraction
DecfPg�

�A decidable DecfPg �� P ��P

�T decidable wf 
PPfig
 	DecfPg � Pfig�

Note that the well�formedness theorem asserts the decidability proposi�
tion is a type but does not prove it is inhabited for arbitrary propositions
P�

A related notion is that of stability which is weaker than decidability but
is still not constructively valid�

�A stable StablefPg �� ��P�P

�T stable wf 
PPfig
 	StablefPg�Pfig�

Stability is weaker in the sense that it is �constructively� implied by
decidability but does not imply decidability� It is an interesting exercise for
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the reader to try to prove 
PPfig
StablefPg �DecfPg to see why the
proof fails�

Squash stability is weaker even that stability and is related to stability
in that they are equivalent under a presumption of decidability� That is� for
all P � if P is decidable� then P is squash stable if and only if it is also stable�

�A sq stable SqStablefPg �� �fPg � P

�T sq stable wf 
PPfig
 	SqStablefPg � Pfig�

The tactics for manipulating set types search for theorems to justify
these properties via lemmas named by the convention

stable habs nameih optional tagi�
sq stable habs nameih optional tagi� or
decidable habs nameih optional tagi


��� An example recursive de�nition

In this section an operator for list quantication is developed� It exhibits
a non�trivial use of the display�form mechanism� gives a denition of an
abstraction employing a recursive function dened via general recursion�
denes an ML object showing how the computational behavior is re�ected
into the rewrite system� and presents a well�formedness theorem and its
extract term�

The following four entries appear in the list � library supporting the
propositional decidability theorems� The status of all the objects is com�
plete�

�D list all df

��x�element���L�List���P�T�Pi�L��� list allfg��L�� �x���P�	

�A list all

�x�L�P
x� ��

�letrec list all L �

list ind L of 
 � �� True � h��t �� P
h� � list all t

	 L

�M list all unroll

let list all conv T �

FwdMacroC list all unrollC

�AllC 
UnfoldC list all�

�	



letrec unrollC�

ReduceC�

TryC �FoldC list all	�	

T

��

let list all unrollC �

SomeC 
list all conv d�x�
��P
x�e�

list all conv d�x��h��t	�P
x�e�

��

add AbReduce conv list all list all unrollC��

�T list all wf

�T�U� �P�T � P� �L�T List� �x�L�P
x� � U

Extraction�

�T�P�L�list�case�L	 of 
 � �� Axiom � u��v �� ��Ax

The rst entry is a display form object named list all df� This object
provides a template for display of instances of the list all operator� The
naming convention in Nuprl is to give display�form objects names of the form
op id name df where op id name is the operator identier of the abstraction
being displayed� The display�form itself has two components separated by
a double equality� ��lhs����rhs��� The lhs is the display template with slots�
In the display�form for list all there are three� one slot for the variable
x which is bound by the quantier� one slot for the list L which is the
domain of the quantication� and one slot for the predicate P�x� possibly
containing free occurrences of the variable x� In a complete display�form�
rhs is an instance of the operator being displayed� In this case the operator
is list allfg	�L�� �x�
�P�� having the operator identier list all and
having no parameters �which would be enclosed within the set brackets� and
having three meta�variables L� x� and P with the notation �x�
�P� indicating
that x is bound in P� The Nuprl display form mechanism supports additional
features not used here�

The second library entry is an abstraction with the name list all� The
naming convention for abstractions is to give them the same name as the
operator identier of the operator begin dened� In the remainder of this
paper� unless there is some interesting characteristic of a display�form itself�
display denitions will not be shown� abstractions will be displayed as above�
e�g� with the instantiated display�form to the left of the ���� and with the
denition to the right� In this case the denition consists of a recursive
function� dened via a letrec form� applied to the argument L�
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The letrec form used to dene the list all operator is one of three
abstractions that hide the underlying general recursive denitions imple�
mented by the xed�point combinator Y � The Y combinator is dened in
the Nuprl system library core � as follows�

�A ycomb Y �� �f
	�x
f 	x x��	�x
f 	x x��

The methodology developed by Howe and Jackson for e�ective use of deni�
tions incorporating Y depend on the rewriting system� The rewrite conver�
sion YUnrollC encapsulates the xed�point property of the Y combinator as
follows�

Y F �R F 	Y F�

where F is any term� Although Y is not typeable in Nuprl� its use in deni�
tions is possible because its behavior as a xed�point combinator is justied
via the direct computation rules which implicitly preserve typing� because
of this� no well�formedness goals are generated for Y when the conversion is
applied�

The letrec form is implemented through three display forms and ab�
stractions that hide the underlying use of the xed point combinator�

�A letrec 	letrec f b�f�� �� Y 	�f
b�f��

�A letrec body � b �� b

�A letrec arg x b�x� �� �x
b�x�

Like YUnrollC� a conversion supports the unfolding of letrec� letrec arg

and letrec body terms� the conversion letrec unrollC captures the fol�
lowing computational behavior of applications of letrec terms�

	letrec f t � b�f�t��	T� �R b�	letrec f t � b�f�t���T�f�t�

i�e� the recursive call is substituted for f in the term b�f�t� and the
argument T is substituted for t�

Based on these denitions� the behavior of the abstraction for the list all

operator should be transparent� The computational behavior can be ex�
plained by considering the rewrite conversions dened in the ML object
associated with its denition�

The ML object named list all unroll contains the code used to se�
lectively unroll occurrences of the list all operator� The details of the
ML code are unimportant� but it is worth pointing out how selective rewrite
support is provided for recursively dened functions� Upon evaluation of the
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ML object list all unroll by the system� the two objects list all conv

and list all unrollC result in ML objects of type conversion� When ap�
plied by the rewrite system� the conversions exhibit the following behavior�


x���
P�x� �R True


x�ht
P�x� �R P�h� � 
x�ht
P�x�

The last line of the ML object adds the list all unrollC conversion to the
list of conversions applied by the tactic AbReduce when an operator with
operator id �list all� is encountered having either the empty list or a cons
as its primary argument� For a complete account of the rewrite system and
the Nuprl ML system the documentation provided with the system should
be consulted�

The third library entry above is a well�formedness theorem object for
the list all abstraction� The theorem is named list all wf following the
convention used by the well�formedness tactics which will search for it by
name and automatically apply it when well�formedness goals are induced
during the proving process� The theorem says that for appropriately typed
arguments� the list all operator denotes a type� More precisely� for every
type T� and for every T List� and for every proposition �function from T

onto P� the list all operator is a member of all levels of the type universe
hierarchy� Typically we will omit the presentation of well�formedness goals
that simply state an abstraction is an element of some type universe�

The proof of list all wf provides the extract

�T�P�L
list�ind	L� of �� �� Axiom � uv �� �
Axiom

This term is one function inhabiting the proposition


TU
 
PT � P
 
LT List
 
x�L
P�x� � U

The theorem was proved by induction on L and so extraction includes the
the list�ind form which is the computational content of list induction� In
the case the list is empty the extract evaluates to Axiom� this is because
the element inhabiting the proposition True�U is Axiom� The inductive
hypothesis of the list induction establishes that the recursive call is well�
formed� thus in the case of a cons uv the extract evaluates to �
Axiom
�

�The term d��Axiome denotes the binding of the hidden variable �� in the constant
Axiom� The binding is an artifact of the listElimination rule and the term can be
considered identical to the term dAxiome�
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� Formulas� Semantics� and Sequents

In this section the Nuprl denitions supporting the statement and proof of
the decidability theorem are presented� The syntax of propositional formulas
are formalized using the recursive type mechanism� The semantic notion
of a Kleene �partial� valuation on a formula is dened� This requires the
development of a theory of three valued types and the denition of the
logical operators of Kleene�s strong three valued logic� Kleene valuations are
dened over three valued assignments using the operators� The semantics for
formulas is then dened in terms of Kleene valuations by giving denitions
for formula satisability� formula falsiability and a unique denition of
formula validity� Subsequently� a sequent type is dened as the Cartesian
product of lists of formulas� The semantics of sequents is given by lifting the
formula semantics in the natural way to dene sequent satisability� sequent
falsiability� and sequent validity�

The decidability theorem is stated and is proved in the next section using
these denitions� The proof is by induction on the complexity of sequents
where the measure is the number of propositional operators occurring in the
sequent� Thus� the denition of sequent rank �dened in terms of formula
rank� is also given here�

��� Formula

In the Nuprl formalization of the logic formulas are characterized by a re�
cursive type�

�A Formula

Formula �� rec	F
Var � F � 	F � F� � 	F � F� � 	F � F��

The Formula type abstraction is dened to be the recursive type whose
members are a disjoint union of ve elements� The rst element of the dis�
joint union is the uninterpreted type Var or propositional variables� Since
the variable F� bound by the rec�type operator� doesn�t occur in the rst
component� terms of the form inl	x�� where x is an element of the type
Var� form the basis elements of the recursive type� The second component
of the disjoint union is an instance of the bound variable F denoting a re�
cursively smaller element of the formula type� The third� fourth� and fth
elements of the disjoint union are the Cartesian products �pairing� of two
recursively smaller formula� When the semantics of the propositional for�
mulas are dened below it will become clear that the second disjunct of the
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formula type denotes the negation of the formula F and the pairs of formula
in the third� fourth� and fth disjuncts denote the operators for conjunction�
disjunction� and material implication�

����� Constructors

To facilitate manipulation of the type Formula a collection of constructors
and a destructor are dened� The constructors and their well�formedness
theorems are as follows�

�A fvar dxe �� inl x

�T fvar wf 
xVar
 	dxe � Formula�

�A fnot 	d�ep� �� inr inl p

�T fnot wf 
pFormula
 	d�ep � Formula�

�A fand 	pd�eq� �� inr inr inl �p�q�

�T fand wf 
p�qFormula
 	pd�eq� � Formula

�A for 	pd�eq� �� inr inr inr inl �p�q�

�T for wf 
p�qFormula
 	pd�eq� � Formula

�A fimp 	pd�eq� �� inr inr inr inr �p�q�

�T fimp wf 
p�qFormula
 	pd�eq� � Formula

Thus� 			dxed�edye�d�edxe�d�edxe� is a formula�
A formula of the form dxe� where x denotes an element of type Var� will

be called an atomic formula �or simply atomic� and all others are called
non�atomic formula�

����� Case analysis

The formula case operator dened below is the destructor for the Formula
type� It is dened using nested case analysis on the disjoint union type�
A nested series of decide operators gives the case analysis for the type
Formula� The denition is as follows�

�A formula case

case F
dxe � varC�x��
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d�ep� � notC�p���

p�d�ep� � andC�p�� p���

p�d�ep� � orC�p�� p���

p�d�ep��impC�p�� p���

��

decide F of

inl	x� �� varC�x�

� inr	F� �� decide F of

inl	p�� �� notC�p��

� inr	F� �� decide F of

inl	x� �� let p��p� � x in andC�p�� p��

� inr	F� �� decide F of

inl	x� �� let p��p� � x in orC�p�� p��

� inr	x� �� let p��p� � x in impC�p�� p��

In the abstraction� the display form slots contain occurrences of the
second�order variables varC�x�� notC�p��� andC�p��p��� orC�p��p�� and
impC�p��p��� In an instantiation of the formula case operator� terms� pos�
sibly containing free occurrences of the bracketed variables� are substituted
for the variables� The bracketed variables are are bound by the names to
the left of the��

As an example usage of the operator we dene a function which collects
the principal subformula of a formula into a list�

�A principal subformula

principal subformula	F� �� case F
dye � ���
d�ep � 	p����

pd�eq � 	pq����

pd�eq � 	pq����

pd�eq � 	pq����

In this instantiation of the formula case operator� the display�form vari�
able x is bound to y and the term denoting the empty list �� �� is bound
to the second�order variable varC�y�� In the second case� the variable p�

is bound to p and the term 	p��� is bound to the second�order variable
notC�p�� The other cases are similarly explained� Thus� for a formula F�

principal subformula	d�eF� �R F��
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e�g� the computation system extended to include computation over the
principal subformula abstraction evaluates the term principal subformula	d�eF�

to the list containing the single formula F�

����� Formula rank

Having dened the type Formula and the supporting constructors and de�
structor we dene a well�founded measure on formulas� The following mea�
sure function� a count of the number of operators in a formula is� arguably�
the simplest and most natural ordering to consider�

�A formula rank � ��

letrec measure f �

case f
dxe � ��
d�ep � 		measure p� � ���

pd�eq � 			measure p� � 	measure q�� � ���

pd�eq � 			measure p� � 	measure q�� � ���

pd�eq � 			measure p� � 	measure q�� � ���

Under formula rank� formulas that are propositional variables are as�
signed rank 
� while negations� conjunctions� disjunctions� and implications
are all assigned the sum of the recursively computed ranks of their principal
subformulas plus ��

The well�formedness theorem for the formula rank function certies it
is a function from formulas to natural numbers�

�T formula rank wf � � Formula � N

��� Three valued Semantics of propositional logic

In standard treatments of decidability �and completeness� for classical propo�
sitional logic� for example as found in Mendelson ����� truth assignments are
total functions mapping the �countably innite� propositional variables onto
the Booleans� More constructively� Smullyan ���� considers nite functions
mapping the set of variables occurring in a formula �or set of formulas� onto
the Booleans� In both presentations it is shown how assignments uniquely
determine Boolean valuations� The decision procedure developed here not
only determines whether a propositional sequent �to be dened below� is
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valid� but in the case the sequent is not valid� it returns a falsifying assign�
ment� In the natural development� falsifying assignments generated by the
decision procedure are nite functions� but furthermore� their domains may
not even include all variables occurring in the sequent� Thus� the formal
development must either account for an arbitrary extension of the domain
of a partial falsifying assignment to include all variables occurring in the
sequent or� the notion of partial assignments must be accounted for in the
semantics� The second approach is developed here�

We dene the semantics of propositional logic in terms of Kleene�s strong
three�valued logic ����� A Kleene valuation re�ects the classical interpreta�
tions of the standard propositional connectives under fully determined as�
signments �those assigning true or false to every variable in the formula��
but also� when a partial assignment has �enough information� to determine
the truth or falsity of a formula the Kleene valuation induced by it does
too� For example� if either conjunct of the formula p�Kq is false under
the Kleene valuation induced by a partial assignment a� then p�Kq is false
under the valuation too� It does not matter what value the other conjunct
has� or even if it is dened� Under all extensions of a� the valuation of p�Kq
is false� Thus� once determined� an assignment remains xed� Similar rules
apply for the other operators which are formally dened below�

To proceed with the formalization in Nuprl we rst dene a three valued
type�

����� A three valued type

There are a number of ways to formalize a three element type� Here we
choose to use a three�way disjoint union�

�A Three � �� Unit � Unit � Unit

It does not matter what types we choose as component types of the
disjoint union since we are only distinguishing which component an element
is in and nothing else� For simplicity we choose the type Unit having only
one member� The single element of Unit� called �dot� is displayed as ���
Thus� � is the type containing the injections of  into the rst� second� or
third components of the three part disjoint union� We provide names and
display forms for each of the three elements below�

�A Three � �� �� inl 

�T Three � wf �� � �
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�A Three � �� �� inr inl 

�T Three � wf �� � �

�A Three � �� �� inr inr 

�T Three � wf �� � �

A case discriminator for the three�valued type is also dened�

�A Three case

case x �� � case�� �� � case�� �� � case�� ��

decide x of

inl	zero� �� case�

� inr	one or two� ��

decide one or two of

inl	one� �� case�

� inr	two� �� case�

Continuing with the development of the theory we dene two tactics�
ThreeInd and ThreeNEQ� Following the convention used in the Nuprl V	 tac�
tics we name the tactic that does the case analysis on the type �� ThreeInd��

H�� 	i� x�� H� �� C�x� by ThreeInd i

H�� H�����x� �� C����x�

H�� H�����x� �� C����x�

H�� H�����x� �� C����x�

If a variable x is declared to be of type � in hypothesis i of a Nuprl sequent�
the application of the tactic ThreeInd i generates three subgoals� one for
each of the three elements of the type� The subgoals are formed by sub�
stituting one of ��� ��� or �� for occurrences of the variable x in the goal
sequent� The raw extract generated by application of the ThreeInd tactic is
of the following form�

decide x of

inl	x�� �� Ext�
� inr	y� �� decide y of

inl	x� �� Ext�
� inr	y�� �� Ext�

�To read the rule�like characterization of the tactic� the top line is the goal sequent
and the indented lines below it the three subgoals generated by application of ThreeInd
to hypothesis number i in the goal�
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Here� Ext�� Ext�� and Ext� denote the extracts of the proofs of the three
subgoals generated by the tactic� Observing that this term schema is an in�
stance of the Three case abstraction dened above� we will use the following
tidied version when displaying the extract�

case x �� � Ext�� �� � Ext�� �� � Ext��

The tactic ThreeNEQ solves goals �generating no subgoals� of the follow�
ing form�

H�� 	i� a � b � �� H� �� C by ThreeNEQ i

where a and b are di�erent constants of type � and hypothesis 	i� falsely
asserts their equality� The extract generated by the application of the tactic
is a term which� applied to any argument� returns the constant Axiom� The
raw extract and its reduction are shown here�

��
	���
Axiom� Axiom �R ��
Axiom

The following theorem asserts � is a discrete type� that is� that the
equality on � is decidable� This theorem is the rst having a proof with
interesting computational content� Since it is the rst such proof we examine
it and its extracted term in some detail�

�T decidable equal Three


x�y�
 Decfx � y � �g

The rst step of the proof is the elimination of the outermost universal quan�
tiers by the tactic UnivCD THENA Auto� This yields the following Nuprl
sequent�

�
 x �

�
 y �
� Decfx � y � �g

The extract resulting from this proof step has the form �x�y
Ext where Ext
is the extract of the proof of resulting subgoal�

The next step in the proof is case analysis on x and then on y� Two
applications of the ThreeInd tactic accomplish this� This results in nine
subgoals�
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�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
�� � Decf�� � �� � �g
 � � Decf�� � �� � �g

The extract resulting from this step will be nested occurrences of the Three case

operator with the rst splitting on x and the second on y�
Each of the nine cases is easily proved� Recall that DecfPg is the con�

structive disjunction P��P� To prove cases �� �� and  � the rst disjunct
is selected which in turn is discharged by the Auto tactic� Equality terms
viewed as types� when true� have as their inhabitants the single element
denoted by the constant Axiom� The proofs of each of these three cases
contribute the extract inl	Axiom� to their respective case splits�

In the six other cases� the equality is false� to prove the theorem the
second disjunct is chosen resulting in a subgoal having the negated form of
the equality as its consequent� Eliminating the negation results in a false
hypothesis which is then discharged by the ThreeNEQ tactic� The proofs of
these six cases contribute the extract inr	��
Axiom� to the corresponding
case�

The extract of the entire proof is a term deciding if two elements of the
type � are in fact equal�

�x�y
 case x �� � case y �� � inl	Axiom� �

�� � inr	��
Axiom� �

�� � inr	��
Axiom� ��

�� � case y �� � inr	��
Axiom� �

�� � inl	Axiom� �

�� � inr	��
Axiom� ��

�� � case y �� � inr	��
Axiom� �

�� � inr	��
Axiom� �

�� � inl	Axiom� ��

Thus� to decide x � y � � it is enough to apply the function to x and
y and then to observe whether it returns a left or right injection� the con�
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tent under the inl or inr is not used� This function is evidence for the
proposition that the type is discrete�

����� Kleene
s Strong Three Valued Logic

In this section the operators of Kleene�s three valued logic are dened over
the type �� Inspection of the denitions below reveals that on inputs re�
stricted to �� and �� �which are to be interpreted as false and true re�
spectively and will often be referred to as such below� the operators behave
exactly as the familiar boolean operators of the same names� More techni�
cally� following Kleene ����� we may say� these operators are uniquely deter�
mined as the strongest possible regular extensions of the classical ��valued
operators�

�A K not 	K p �� case p ��� ���

��� ���

��� ���

Thus for negation the undened value �� is a xpoint and� as is the case
for the other Kleene operators� on the values �� and �� the Kleene operator
re�ects the behavior of its two�valued counterpart�

For a conjunction� in the case one of p or q is false then the conjunct
p�Kq is false too� A conjunction is undened either if one of the conjuncts
is true and the other is undened or if they�re both undened� It is true
otherwise�

�A K and p �K q ��case p ��� ���

��� case q ��� ���

��� ���

��� ����

���q�

For disjunctions� if one of p or q is true then the disjunction p�Kq is
too� It is undened either if one disjunct is false and the other is undened
or if both disjuncts are undened� It is false otherwise�

�A K or p �K q ��case p ��� q�

��� case q ��� ���

��� ���

��� ����

��� ���
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For an implication p�Kq� if either p is false or q is true then the im�
plication is true as well� An implication is undened if p is true and q is
undened or if both p and q are undened� A Kleene implication is false
otherwise�

�A K imp p �K q �� case p ��� ���

��� case q ��� ���

��� ���

��� ����

��� q�

The well�formedness theorems for the Kleene operators exhibit their clo�
sure over the type ��

�T K not wf 
p�
		K p � ��
�T K and wf 
p�q�
	p �K q � ��

�T K or wf 
p�q�
	p �K q � ��
�T K imp wf 
p�q�
	p �K q � ��

����� Assignments and Kleene Valuation

The type of three valued assignments is dened as follows�

�A Assignment Assignment �� Var � �

The Kleene valuation of a formula F under the partial assignment a �dis�
played as 	F under a�� is dened as follows�

�A valuation

	F under a� �� 	letrec val f �

case f
dxe � 	a x��
d�ep � 	K val p�

pd�eq � val p �K val q�

pd�eq � val p �K val q�

pd�eq � val p �K val q�

� F

The valuation function recursively computes the Kleene valuation of
the formula F under the assignment a� The abstraction is dened by the
application of the recursive procedure val to the formula F� The body of
the recursive procedure is dened via case analysis on the parameter f� In
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the base case� the formula f is a formula of the form dxe� then the result
is the value returned by the application of assignment a to the variable
x� If f is a non�atomic formula the valuation is computed by applying the
corresponding Kleene operator to the recursively computed values of the
subformula of f�

As expected� the well�formedness theorem for the valuation operator says
it�s an element of the type ��

�T valuation wf 
aAssignment

FFormula
		F under a� � ��

����� Satisfaction and Falsi�cation of Formulas

Using the Kleene valuation we dene the semantic notion of a formula being
satised �falsied� by an assignment a�

�A formula sat a �� F �� 	F under a� � �� � �
�A formula falsifiable a ��� F �� 	F under a� � �� � �

Thus� a formula F is satised by assignment a �written a �� F� when 	F

under a� evaluates to ��� Similarly� a formula F is falsied by assignment
a �written a ��� F when 	F under a� evaluates to ���

The satisability �or falsiability� of a formula under an assignment is
clearly a decidable property� to decide if a formula is satised �falsied� by
a� evaluate 	F under a� and check whether the result is equal to �� �����
This property is captured by the following theorems�

�T decidable formula sat


aAssignment
 
FFormula
 Decfa j� Fg
Extraction

�a�F
		���
�� 	F under a� ��� extfdecidable equal Threeg�

�T decidable formula falsifiable


aAssignment
 
FFormula
 Decfa j �� Fg
Extraction

�a�F
		���
�� 	F under a� ��� extfdecidable equal Threeg�

The functions extracted from the formal proofs re�ect the informal ar�
gument just given� i�e� they accept as arguments an assignment a and a
formula F and then apply the decision procedure for equality over � to the
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terms 	F under a� and �� ������ The function deciding equality over � is
referred to by the term extfdecidable equal Threeg which denotes the
extract of the theorem decidable equal Three� Reference to the extract
of a previously proved lemma arises by reference to the previously proved
lemma in the proof�

Some useful lemmas follow immediately from the denitions of satisa�
bility and falsiability� These lemmas relate semantic notions with syntactic
structure by characterizing the satisability �or falsiability� of a formula in
terms of its subformulas�

�T formula not sat lemma


FFormula
 
aAssignment


a �� d�eF �� a ��� F

�T formula not falsifiable lemma


FFormula
 
aAssignment


a ��� d�eF�� a �� F

�T formula and sat lemma


aAssignment
 
qFormula
 
rFormula


a �� qd�er �� a �� q � a �� r

�T formula and falsifiable lemma


aAssignment
 
q�rFormula


a ��� qd�er�� a ��� q � a ��� r

�T formula or sat lemma


aAssignment
 
q�rFormula


a �� qd�er �� a �� q � a �� r

�T formula or falsifiable lemma


aAssignment
 
q�rFormula


a ��� qd�er�� a ��� q � a ��� r

�T formula imp sat lemma


aAssignment
 
q�rFormula


a �� qd�er �� a � �� q � a �� r

�T formula imp falsifiable lemma


aAssignment
 
q�rFormula


a ��� qd�er�� a �� q � a ��� r

These lemmas are proved by unfolding the denitions of formula sat

and formula falsifiable and then case analysis� These characterizations
have been shown to hold in both directions ���� but are typically applied
as rewrites in a left to right form ����
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����� A Lemma concerning Kleene Valuations

In this section we show that the use of the semantics based on the three
valued Kleene valuation coincides with the standard two valued semantics�

Given assignments a� and a we dene the restriction of a� to a �denoted
�a��a� to be the assignment that is undened �i�e� equal to ��� whenever a
is undened and that agrees with a� everywhere else� The formal denition
is as follows�

�A restriction

a��a �� �x
case 	a x� �� � 	a� x�� �� � ��� �� � 	a� x��

The well�formedness theorem establishes that a��a is in fact an assignment�

�T restriction wf


a�a�Assignment
 	a�a� � Assignment�

If the restriction of an assignment a� to an assignment a is identical with
a we say a� is an extension of a or a� extends a� We formalize this notion
in the following abstraction�

�A extension

a� extends a �� a��a � a � Assignment

The well�formedness goal for the the denition asserts that it is indeed a
proposition�

�T extension wf


a�a�Assignment
 	a� extends a � Pfig�

The following lemma characterizes the notion of extension and veries
the main property of interest� specically� if a� extends a then a� and a

agree on every variable for which a is dened�

�T extension lemma


a�a�Assignment

a� extends a �

	
xVar
 �		a x� � �� � N�� � 		a x� � 	a� x� � N���

Having formally dened the notion of one assignment being an extension
of another we can state a theorem justifying the Kleene valuation semantics
with respect to the standard two valued semantics�

�




�T assignment monotone


a�a�Assignment


FFormula


a� extends a �

	a �� F � a� �� F � � 	a ��� F � a� ��� F�

The lemma is proved by induction on the structure of the formula F� It
tells us that any assignment extending a satisfying �falsifying� assignment
for a formula F is also a satisfying �falsifying� assignment of F� Extensions
of partial assignments not having the value �� in their range comprise the
standard two valued assignments justifying our use of three valued semantics
based on the Kleene operators�

���� Fullness and Validity

Although we are ultimately interested in determining the validity of se�
quents� introducing the concepts of fullness and validity in relation to for�
mulas rst is worthwhile� The denitions presented in this section are not
used in the decidability proof itself but do serve to illustrate fullness and
validity in the simpler context of formulas� These denitions are used to
prove a theorem characterizing the relationship between validity of formulas
and validity of sequents�

In two�valued semantic presentations� a formula F is said to be valid

when
�a � Assignment� a j� F�

However� under this denition there are no valid sentences of Kleene�s three
valued logic� To see why consider the constant assignment ��x
���� exam�
ination of the matrices for the Kleene operators shows that no formula is
true under this assignment� Thus� if validity requires a formula to be true
under every Kleene valuation� there are no valid formulas� Validity was not
at issue for Kleene who used the logic for reasoning about partial recursive
predicates� for us� an acceptable notion of validity is crucial�

Toward this end we will say an assignment is full for a formula F if
the assignment either satises F or falsies F� For example� let a be the
assignment that maps variable x to the value �� and maps all other vari�
ables to the undened value� ��� Then 	dxe under a� evaluates to �� and
so satises the formula dxe� a is full for the formula dxe� On the other
hand� 	dxed�edye under a� evaluates to 	dye under a� which in turn val�
uates to �� and thus a is not full for the formula dxed�edye� This notion
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of fullness allows for consideration of only those assignments that contain
�enough information� to completely determine the value of a formula� In
the formalization� full assignments are dened as a subtype of Assignment�

�A full formula assignment

Full	F� �� faAssignmentj 	a j� F � a j�� F�g

Thus� Full	F� is the type of assignments satisfying the fullness predicate
for formula F� In Nuprl� the computational content associated with the proof
that an element satises the dening predicate of a set type� proving it is in
fact an inhabitant� is not available unless explicitly provided� The fact that
an element of the set type satises the dening predicate is �hidden�� In
this case it would mean that the fact that an assignment inhabiting the type
Full	F� satises F or falsies F could not be used unless evidence �proofs�
were provided for every new element of the type� Technically� the informa�
tion associated with the dening predicate is available in some contexts when
discharging well�formedness goals and in some kinds of equality reasoning�
This exception is possible because equality reasoning and well�formedness
reasoning do not contribute to computational content� i�e� proofs of well�
formedness and equality reasoning are not used in the construction of the
extracted program� To be unable to use the fact that a variable declared to
be in the set type satises the dening predicate limits the usefulness of the
set type to those having dening predicates which are uniformly decidable�

It was shown above that formula sat and formula falsifiable are
decidable properties� hence� for any formula F and any assignment a� it can
be uniformly decided whether a is in the type Full	F� or not� In general� if
the dening predicate of a set type is decidable we may disregard the restric�
tions on the use of the properties specied by the dening predicate� this is
because the corresponding computational content can be reconstructed at
will� The tactics for manipulating set types take advantage of this fact by
searching for so�called property lemmas�

For abstractions dened by set types� the decomposition tactics will au�
tomatically unfold the set type denitions and unhide hidden hypotheses if
a lemma is found in the library with name hopid namei properties which
asserts that the dening predicate holds for arbitrary elements of the type�

The following property lemma is used by the Nuprl decomposition tac�
tics to unfold abstractions dened by set types and to unhide the resulting
hypotheses�

�T full formula assignment properties
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FFormula
 
aFull	F�
 a �� F � a ��� F

This lemma is proved by eliminating the outermost quantiers and then
decomposing the type Full	F�� This results in the following sequent�

�
 FFormula

�
 a Assignment

���
 a �� F � a ��� F

� a �� F � a � �� F

Hidden hypotheses are labeled hidden by the square brackets surrounding
their hypothesis numbers�

The proof is trivial if hypothesis � can be unhidden� To do this we
assert its decidability which results in two subgoals� one to show that the
disjunction is in fact decidable� and the second to show the original goal
under the additional hypothesis of decidability of the disjunct� The rst
subgoal is reduced to trivial subgoals by the ProveDecidable tactic which
establishes the decidability of the disjunct using a lemma in the library
characterizing when disjunctive formulas are decidable �i�e� whenever the
principal sub�terms are too�� The second subgoal generated by asserting
decfa �� F � a ��� Fg is discharged by applying the UnhideHyp tactic
to the hidden hypothesis� This results in a subgoal requiring us to show
that the decidable predicate is squash stable which in turn is discharged by
applying the ProveSqStable tactic completing the proof of the properties
lemma�

Using the denition of fullness just given we formalize the notion of
validity as follows�

�A formula valid j� F �� 
aFull	F�
 a j� F

Thus� a formula is valid when it is satised by every full assignment� If an
assignment contains enough information to determine the truth or falsity of
a formula and every such assignment corroborates the truth of the formula
then the formula is valid�

��� Sequents

Sequents are formalized as pairs of lists of formulas� of course� other options
are possible� pairs of bags �multi�sets� of formulas chief among them�

�A Sequent Sequent �� Formula list � Formula list
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Another trivial inclusion lemma is provided for the type checking tactics�

�T Sequent inc Sequent � 	Formula list � Formula list�

A functional interface is provided for decomposing sequents into the
hypothesis and conclusion lists by the H and C abstractions�

�A H s
H �� let h�c � s in h

�A C s
C �� let h�c � s in c

����� Sequent Rank

Before dening a measure on sequents we dene the rank of a list of formulas�
it is simply the sum of the ranks of the formulas occurring in the list�

�A list rank � �� �L
reduce		�x�y
		� x� � y�����L�

�T list rank wf � � 	Formula list � N�

This denition uses the reduce operator on lists which accepts three argu�
ments� a two argument function which is right associative� an identity for
the operator� and a list� Note that we have not distinguished the display
forms for the formula rank function �which is used within the denition
of the right associative operator� and the list rank function being dened
here� they share the same display in the system as well� The same display is
used for the sequent rank function dened below� It is clear from the con�
text which operator is being used� and� in the system� should it be confusing
at any point which operator a display denotes a click of a mouse button
distinguishes them�

A useful property of list rank is that it� in some sense� �distributes�
over list append �denoted in inx notation here by ��� More formally we say
list rank is homomorphic with respect to append and addition� Of course
this property can be formulated more abstractly in that any right associative
operation �addition in this case� iteratively applied to list� is homomorphic
with the append operator� the following theorem is a special case of that
fact and is useful in the decomposition of ranked lists�

�T list rank append homomorphism


M�NFormula list
 		� M ! N� � 		� M� � 	� N�� � N�

Using the list rank just dened� the rank of a sequent is simply dened
to be the sum of the ranks of the hypothesis and conclusion lists�

�	



�A sequent rank � �� �S
		� S
H� � 	� S
C��

�T sequent rank wf � � 	Sequent � N�

We call sequents having rank 
 atomic sequents�

����� Sequent satis�ability and falsi�ability

In this section the semantics of sequents is given� First the meaning of a
sequent is given in informal mathematical terms and then this denition is
translated into the three�valued model being developed here�

A sequent S is of the form h�H�� H�� � � � � Hn�� �C�� C�� � � � � Cm�i� where
�H�� � � � � Hn� and �C�� � � � � Cm� are lists of formula corresponding to the hy�
pothesis and conclusion respectively� S is interpreted to be true precisely
when the conjunction of the hypotheses implies the disjunction of the con�
clusions�

�H� � � � � �Hn�� �C� � � � � � Cm�

Adopting the convention that an empty conjunction denotes truth and the
empty disjunction denotes falsity� h�H�� � � � � Hn�� � �imeans �H�� � � ���Hn�
h� �� �C�� � � � � Cm�imeans C��� � ��Cm� and the empty sequent� h� �� � �i� denotes
an unsatisable sequent�

The discussion above follows the standard presentation for a two valued
semantics of sequents� here however� as for formula above� we are interested
in the satisfaction of sequents under Kleene valuations induced by partial
assignments� Adapting the discussion above to the analogous denition
under Kleene interpretation� which we�ve already dened for formulas� we
nd the following�

A partial assignment a satis�es a sequent h�H�� � � � � Hn�� �C�� � � � � Cm�i if
and only if

a j� �H� d�e � � � d�eHn� d�e �C� d�e � � � d�eCm�

where j� is the formula satisfaction relation dened above using the Kleene
interpretation induced by a� Similarly� an assignment falsi�es a sequent
h�H�� � � � � Hn�� �C�� � � � � Cm�i if and only if

a 
j� �H� d�e � � � d�eHn� d�e �C� d�e � � � d�eCm�

These denitions could be formalized as presented and would serve to
dene the semantic notions of sequent satisability� sequent falsiability and
sequent validity� however� the properties of the operators for conjunction�
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disjunction and implication under the Kleene valuation suggest a computa�
tionally simpler characterization� Under the denition above� a sequent is
satisable under an assignment a either when there is some hypothesis that
is falsied by a or there is some formula in the conclusion that is satised
by a� This suggests the following denition�

�A sequent satisfiable

a �� S �� 	F�S
H
a � �� F � 	F�S
C
a �� F

Similarly� a sequent S is falsiable under an assignment a if every hy�
potheses of S is satised by a and every conclusion of S is falsied by a�
Again� this is the formal denition adopted here�

�A sequent falsifiable

a ��� S �� 
F�S
H
a �� F � 
F�S
C
a ��� F

These denitions exhibit the rst use of the bounded list quantication
operators� The list existence quantier is non�void �true� if� for any member
x of the list L� the predicate P�x� is non�void� Thus� for empty lists it is
false� Similarly� the list forall quantier is true if every x in L satises P�x��
For the empty list� the quantier is vacuously true�

It can e�ectively be decided whether a sequent is satised or falsied
by an assignment� this follows from the decidability of the same properties
for formulas� These facts are captured in the following two decidability
theorems�

�T decidable sequent satisfiable


SSequent
 
aAssignment
 Decfa j� Sg
�T decidable sequent falsifiable


SSequent
 
aAssignment
 Decfa j �� Sg

����� Full Sequent Assignments and Sequent Validity

The analogue of fullness of an assignment for a formula is now dened for
sequents�

�A full sequent assignment

Full	S� �� faAssignment� 	a �� S � a ��� S�g

Again� we provide a trivial sub�typing lemma and a properties lemma
for use by the decomposition tactics�
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�T full sequent assignment inc


SSequent
 Full	S� � Assignment

�T full sequent assignment properties


SSequent
 
aFull	S�
 a �� S � a ��� S

Validity can now be dened with respect to fullness�

�A sequent valid j� S �� 
aFull	S�
 a j� S

If sequent validity has the relationship to formula validity we expect�
then for every formula F� the sequent h���F� �i should be valid precisely
when F itself is� This is captured by the following theorem which is easily
proved by unfolding the denitions for sequent validity and formula validity
followed by some steps of computation�

�T formula valid iff sequent valid


FFormula
 �� F �� �� �� ��F���

� Decidability

Our goal is to prove decidability of propositional logic� i�e� to show that we
can decide if a propositional sequent is valid� The most natural formalization
of the theorem would simply say


SSequent
 �� S � �	�� S�

A proof of this theorem would yield a function accepting a sequent as an
argument and then returning an inl term or an inr term� depending on
whether the sequent was valid or not� But we know a proposition is not
valid if and only if there is some full assignment which falsies it�


SSequent
�	�� S� �� 		aAssignment
 a��� S�


Using this logically equivalent form of unsatisability we state a computa�
tionally stronger version of the decidability theorem�

�T propositional decidability


SSequent
 �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

That is� every sequent is either valid or there exists an assignment which
falsies it� The revised version of the theorem is stronger in the sense that
we can extract more interesting computational content from its proof� A
witness for the theorem is a function of type
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SSequent � 	�� S � aAssignment � a j�� S�

Thus� a constructive proof of the theorem results in a function accepting a
sequent S as its argument and returning one of inl	t� or inr	ha�ei�� The
term t under the injection inl has little interest for us� however� the pair
ha�ei under the inl injection is most interesting� The rst element of the
pair is an assignment falsifying the proposition� This assignment provides
important diagnostic information telling exactly when the proposition is
false� We have formalized the semantics in terms of partial assignments to
be able to rene the information content in the falsifying assignment further�
depending on the form of the proof� the falsifying assignment returned by the
procedure can be minimal in the sense that only those variables contributing
to the falsication of the formula are assigned one of true or false� all others
are left undefined� Of course� this depends on the form of the proof� it is
shown below where the partiality plays a part�

��� A strategy for the proof

We say a collection of sequents has the collective validity property with re�
spect to a sequent S if the validity of the collected sequents implies the
validity of S� A collection of sequents has the individual falsi�ability prop�
erty with respect to a sequent S if any assignment falsifying any element of
the collection also falsies the S�

The proof of the decidability theorem is based on the following two
observations�

��	 atomic sequents are easily decided� and

��	 given an occurrence of non�atomic formula f in a sequent S� there is a
method of eliminating the principal operator of f which induces one
or two sequents such that�

i�	 The induced sequents contain fewer operators than the original
sequent �and thus are of smaller rank��

ii�	 the induced sequents collectively validate S �if the induced se�
quents are valid then so is the S�� and

iii�	 the induced sequents enjoy individual falsiability with respect
to S �if any of the induced sequents are falsied by an assignment
then that assignment falsies the original sequent too��
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These observations suggest an approach to deciding sequents�
Observation ��� suggests the existence of a one�step normalization proce�

dure for sequents that results in a collection of sequents having smaller rank
and� if they are all valid� which collectively preserve validity and� if any of
them are falsiable� they individually entail the falsiability of the original�
By transitivity of implication� the repeated application of the one�step nor�
malization procedure would result in a collection of atomic sequents whose
collective validity implies the validity of the goal and if any are individually
falsiable� then the falsifying assignment falsies the original sequent too�
The existence of a collection is formalized by the following lemma�

� THM normalization lemma


GSequent

	LSequent list


s�L
� s � � �

	
s�L
�� s� � �� G �

	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� G�

A slightly generalized form of observation ��� is formalized in the fol�
lowing lemma which says that for every list of atomic �zero rank� sequents�
either they are all valid or there is some assignment falsifying some sequent
in the list�

� THM zero rank valid or falsifiable


LSequent list


	
s�L
 � s � �� �


s�L
�� s � 		aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s�

The lemmas zero rank valid or falsifiable and normalization lemma

are proved below� First we give the proof of propositional decidability using
these two lemmas�

��� Decidability proof

Recall the statement of the theorem�

� 
SSequent
 �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

The rst step of the proof is to decompose the outermost universally quan�
tied variable S resulting in the declaration of a new variable S of type
Sequent� The second step of the proof is the instantiation of the normaliza�
tion lemma with the sequent S as the goal� In the same step� the instantiated
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lemma is repeatedly decomposed resulting in four additional hypotheses and
the following Nuprl sequent�

�
 S Sequent

�
 L Sequent list

�
 
s�L
� s � �

�
 
s�L
�� s � �� S

�
 
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� S

� �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

Hypothesis � asserts the existence of a list L of type Sequent� Hypotheses �
through � assert that L contains only rank zero sequents which collectively
validate S and individually falsify S� The next step in the proof is to forward
chain through the zero rank valid or falsifiable lemma with hypoth�
esis � asserting L consists of only zero rank sequents� This instantiates the
universally quantied list variable in the lemma with L leaving a disjunc�
tion asserting that either all elements of L are valid or some element of L is
falsiable�

�
 
s�L
�� s � 		aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s�

� �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

A case split on the disjunction in hypothesis � yields two cases�

�
 
s�L
�� s

� �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

If every sequent in L is valid� then by hypothesis � �collective validity� the
goal sequent S is valid� This is established by forward chaining through
hypothesis � with the assumption that every sequent in L is valid �hypothesis
��� Choosing the left disjunct of the conclusion completes this branch of the
proof�

In the second case there is an assignment which falsies some sequent
in L� Decomposing hypothesis � for the second disjunct yields the following
Nuprl goal�

�
 
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� S

�
 a Assignment

�
 	s�L
a ��� s

� �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

Forward chaining through hypothesis � with hypothesis � which asserts that
a falsies some element of L yields the fact that a falsies the sequent S�

	




�
 a ��� S

� �� S � 		aAssignment
 a ��� S�

Choosing the right disjunct of the conclusion and discharging the existen�
tially quantied variable with the witness a completes the proof of proposi�
tional decidability�

��� Deciding zero rank sequents

Recall the statement of the lemma asserting that� for all lists of zero�rank
sequents either all sequents in the list are valid or there is an assignment
which falsies at least one of them�

� THM zero rank valid or falsifiable


LSequent list


	
s�L
 � s � �� �


s�L
�� s � 		aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s�

The proof rests on the observation that a sequent hhyp�concli contain�
ing only atomic formulas is falsiable if and only if the hypothesis list hyp
and the conclusion list concl are disjoint lists �and is valid otherwise�� The
property of lists being disjoint is decidable if the type of the lists is a discrete
type� Thus the proof of the lemma is split into two cases� i�e� depending on
whether every sequent in L is disjoint or not� Before the case split we intro�
duce discrete equalities for the types Sequent and Formula� these equalities
are used when searching for a sequent in a list and for determining if the
sequents in the list are disjoint� After the introduction of the equalities and
the case split� the Nuprl goal after the rst case split appears as follows�

�
 L Sequent list

�
 eqS fSequent��g
�
 eqF fFormula��g
�
 
s�L
� s � �

�
 	s�L
disjoint	eqF�s
H�s
C�

� 
s�L
�� s � 		aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s�

In this case� by hypothesis �� there is a sequent s in L such that its hypoth�
esis list s
H and its conclusion list s
C are disjoint� This is rewritten us�
ing list exists is member lemma to give the following more explicit Nuprl
goal�

	�



�
 hyp Formula list

�
 concl Formula list

�
 �	�hyp�concl�	�eqS� L�

 
 disjoint	eqF�hyp�concl�

� 
s�L
�� s � 		aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s�

We proceed with the proof by choosing the second disjunct of the conclu�
sion as the new goal� To prove it we must construct a falsifying assignment
for some sequent in L� We falsify the sequent �hyp�concl� by� mapping
variables x such that the formula dxe occurs in hyp to �� �true�� mapping
variables y such that dye occurs in concl to �� �false�� and mapping all
other variables to �� �undened�� In the proof� we assert that this function
is in fact an assignment by the following tactic invocation�

Assert �	aAssignment
 a � 	�v
if dve	�eqF� x
H then ��
else if dve	�eqF� x
C then ��
else �� fi

fi� � Assignment�

After discharging the obligation showing the assertion is in fact true� i�e� that
the lambda term does indeed inhabit type Assignment� we use the assign�
ment just declared to discharge the existential quantied variable in the
conclusion� This results in the following Nuprl proof node�

�
 hyp Formula list

�
 concl Formula list

�
 �	�hyp�concl�	�eqS� L�

 
 disjoint	eqF�hyp�concl�

��
 a Assignment

��
 a � 	�v
if dve	�eqF� hyp then �� else

if dve	�eqF� concl then �� else �� fi

fi � � Assignment

� 	s�L
 a ��� s

Discharging the existential list quantier in the conclusion with the sequent
�hyp�concl�� unfolding the denition of sequent falsifiable� and com�
puting with the falsifying assignment completes this branch of the proof�
This proves that if there is any sequent in L having disjoint hypothesis list
and conclusion lists� there is a falsiable sequent in L�

In the other case� no sequent in L has disjoint hypothesis and conclusions
lists� We take up this case with the following Nuprl goal�

	�



�
 �	s�L
disjoint	eqF�s
H�s
C�

� 
s�L
�� s � 		aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s�

Rewriting the negated existential list quantier to a positive form� choos�
ing the rst disjunct in the conclusion and then eliminating the leading
list all quantier� and reasoning about the non�disjointedness of the se�
quent �hyp�concl� yields the following Nuprl goal�

�
 
s�L
	�disjoint	eqF�s
H�s
C��

�
 hyp Formula list

�
 concl  Formula list

�
 x Var

 
 �	dxe	�eqF� hyp�

��
 �	dxe	�eqF� concl�

� �� �hyp�conc�

Unfolding the denition of sequent validity and then performing some re�
duction steps we derive the following Nuprl proof node�

��
 a Assignment

��
 a �� �hyp�concl� � a ��� �hyp�concl�

� a �� �hyp�concl�

Doing a case split on hypothesis ��� the rst subgoal is trivially true�
In the second case� hypothesis �� is as follows�

��
 a � �� �hyp�concl�

� a �� �hyp�concl�

A contradiction is induced by the hypotheses� Hypothesis ��� asserts that
assignment a falsies the sequent �hyp�concl�� Hypotheses � and �
 which
assert that dxe occurs in both hyp and concl� Unfolding the denition of a
��� �hyp�concl� we obtain the following goal�

��
 
f�hyp
 a �� f � 
f�concl
 a ��� f

� a �� �hyp�concl�

Thus� any assignment falsifying the sequent �hyp�concl� must satisfy
all formulas in hyp and must falsify all formulas in concl� Since dxe is
in both lists� this induces the contradiction� the assignment a cannot both
satisfy and falsify the same formula�

	�



This completes the proof of the lemma�

Before moving to the proof of the normalization lemma some remarks
about this proof are in order� The rst thing to notice is that this is the
only place in the decidability proof where a computable equality for sequents
is required� The equality is used in the step eliminating an existential list
operator in the branch of the proof that considers the case that there is
some non�disjoint sequent in the list L� The discrete equality on formulas is
needed to search for the atomic formula dxe that is a member of both the
hypothesis and conclusion lists�

The assignment chosen to falsify the sequent� having non�disjoint hy�
potheses and conclusions� is a partial assignment� Indeed� it only assigns
values to variables occurring in the non�disjoint sequent� Since not every
variable occurring in a sequent contributes content to a falsifying assignment
the partial assignment used here provides more information� both in which
variables are assigned false and true but also by showing which variables
do not a�ect the falsication of the sequent by the particular assignment
returned� In fact� the proof goes through essentially unchanged when the
following total assignment is used�

�v
if dve	�eqF� x
H then �� else �� fi

The development of a three valued type and the Kleene operators presented
here with the Kleene valuation is more complex� but the end result is tighter
information on the falsifying assignment returned by the procedure since we
can identify �don�t care� variables in the counter�example�

��� The Normalization Proof

Decidability rests on the properties of the list L whose existence is established
by the normalization lemma� The proof of this lemma provides the core of
the computational procedure� The proof is by well�founded induction and so
yields a recursive procedure that maps a single sequent G to a list of atomic
sequents which collectively validate G or at least one of which falsies G� After
presenting the detailed proof here we will show how the inductive cases give
rise to a natural set of sequent proof rules�

Recall the statement of the lemma�

� THM normalization lemma


GSequent

		



	LSequent list


s�L
� s � � �

	
s�L
�� s� � �� G �

	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� G�

The proof proceeds as follows� After stripping o� the universally quanti�
ed variable G� the inverse image induction tactic is invoked with sequent rank

as the measure� mapping sequents to natural numbers and with complete
induction on the type N�the natural numbers� as the induction principle�
The inverse image induction tactic is invoked as follows�

New ��S�� 	InvImageInd ��� �N� CompNatInd � THENA Auto�

Applying this tactic and then decomposing the goal sequent G into com�
ponent formula lists� hyp and concl� results in the following Nuprl proof
node�

�
 hyp Formula list

�
 concl Formula list

�
 
SSequent

� S � � �hyp�concl�

� 		LSequent list


s�L
� s � � �

	
s�L
�� s � �� S � �

	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� S��

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �hyp�concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� �hyp�concl��

Hypothesis � is the induction hypothesis we expect to see� The sequent
to the right of the less�than in the induction hypothesis will be referred
to as the goal sequent or simply as the goal� In this case the goal is the
sequent �M ! 	d�exN��concl�� The proof of the normalization lemma
proceeds by inductively decomposing non�zero rank elements of the sequent
�hyp�concl�� if there are any� if not we directly argue the theorem holds�
In the inductive cases �cases where there is a non�atomic formula in the
sequent� we construct one or� in some cases� two �smaller� sequents each of
whose validity implies the validity of the goal sequent and either of whose

	�



falsiability implies the falsiability of the goal� We refer to these smaller
sequents as eliminants�

Thus� to proceed with the proof we case split on whether the list hyp con�
tains any non�zero rank formula� This split is accomplished by the following
tactic invocation�

Decide �	f�hyp
� f � �� THENA Auto

Since the list exists operator is decidable whenever the predicate is� and
since � f � � is decidable� the application of the tactic results in only two
proof branches� Had the system been unable to infer the decidability of
	f�hyp
� f � � from the library� it would have included its decidability
as a third subgoal�

The two new branches share the same proof goal as the previous proof
goal but each has an additional hypothesis� one declaring that there is a
non�atomic formula in hyp

�
 	f�hyp
� f � �

and the other declaring that all formulas in the list hyp are atomic�

�
 �	f�hyp
� f � �

In the second case� we must further consider whether concl contains
any non�atomic formula� Again this results in two cases� one having the
hypotheses that hyp is atomic �or empty� and that the conclusion contains
a non�atomic formula�

�
 �	f�hyp
� f � �

�
 	f�concl
� f � �

The remaining case asserts that neither hyp nor concl contain any non�
atomic formula�

�
 �	f�hyp
� f � �

�
 �	f�concl
� f � �

We consider this last case rst�

	�



����� The sequent is atomic

In this section we discharge the case that both the hypothesis list hyp and
the conclusion list concl contain only zero�rank formulas� i�e� that the
original sequent G was atomic�

First we assert the fact that the sequent �hyp�concl� is atomic� i�e� that
� �hyp�concl� � �� The subgoal requiring the proof of the assertion itself
is discharged by applying the facts that neither hyp nor concl contain any
formula having rank greater than zero� Next� the existential quantier in
the goal of the Nuprl sequent is instantiated by the list containing the single
sequent �hyp�concl�� This step is accomplished by the following tactic
invocation�

With ��hyp�concl���� 	D �� THENA Auto

and results in the following proof node�

�
 �	f�hyp
� f � �

�
 �	f�concl
� f � �

�
 � �hyp�concl� � �

� 
s�	�hyp�concl����
� s � �

� � 	
s�	�hyp�concl����
�� s � �� �hyp�concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment


� 	s�	�hyp�concl����
a � �� s � a ��� �hyp�concl��

Performing some steps of computation on hypothesis � and in the goal�
followed by an application of the Nuprl auto�tactic yield the following proof
node�

�
 	� hyp� � 	� concl� � �

�
 a Assignment

�
 a � �� �hyp�concl� � False

� a ��� �hyp�concl�

This is goal trivially proved by applying the tactic D 	��� THEN Trivial�
Thus� we have nished the case where the sequent G � �hyp�concl� is
atomic�

����� The hypothesis contains non�atomic formula

Now we backup to the case where the formula list hyp contains a non�zero
rank formula�

	�



Throughout the proof presented here� whenever an existential property
�P� is asserted to hold for a list L� i�e� P�x� holds for some element x in
L� we use the following lemma to decompose the list� explicitly naming an
element of the list having the property�

�T list exists is member append lemma


TU
 
PT � P
 
LT List


	x�L
P�x� �� 		M�NT List
 	xT
 P�x� � L � M ! 	xN��

Forward chaining through hypothesis � with this lemma and decompos�
ing the resulting existential hypotheses yields the following proof state�

�
 	f�hyp
� f � �

�
 M Formula list

�
 N Formula list

�
 f Formula

�
 � f � �

 
 hyp � M ! 	fN� � 	Formula list�

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �hyp�concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� �hyp�concl��

From this point� the proof proceeds by case analysis on the variable f

declared in hypothesis �� The FormulaCase tactic does case analysis on
variables of type Formula resulting in ve subgoals� one for each formula
class� i�e� whether the formula is a variable� a negation� a conjunction�
a disjunction or an implication� The ve subgoals and their proofs are
presented below� We do not present the case split and intervening clean�up
steps but take up the proofs after these proof steps have been performed�

������� A variable on the left In the rst case the non�zero rank
formula is of the form dxe where x is an element of type Var�

�
 x Var

 
 � dxe � �

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �hyp�concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� �hyp�concl��

	�



Reducing the application � dxe yields the contradictory hypothesis � � �

and this branch of the proof is discharged by the auto�tactic�

������� Negation on the left In this case the non�zero rank formula
occurring in the list hyp is a negation� This is the rst case that requires
the application of the induction hypothesis� The form of the Nuprl sequent
to be discharged is as follows�

�
 x Formula

 
 
SSequent

� S � � �M ! 	d�exN��concl�

� 		LSequent list


s�L
� s � �

� 	
s�L
�� s � �� S �

� 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� S��

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �M ! 	d�exN��concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment


� 	s�L
a � �� s � a ��� �M ! 	d�exN��concl��

To prove this we must nd a sequent S such that�

	i
� � S � � �M ! 	d�exN��concl�

	ii
� �� S � �� �M ! 	d�exN��concl� and

	iii
� 
aAssignment
 a � �� S � a ��� �M ! 	d�exN��concl�

The eliminate S is constructed from �M ! 	d�exN��concl� by removing
the negationd�ex from the hypothesis and prepending the negated formula x
to the conclusion� The following tactic invocation instantiates the induction
hypothesis with this sequent�

With ��M ! N�xconcl�� 	D 	��� THENA Auto� THEN

Repeat 	D 	����

Two subgoals result�
The rst is to show the antecedent of the induction hypothesis holds�

� � �M ! N�xconcl� � � �M ! 	d�exN��concl�

	�



The tactic SequentRankReduce encapsulates the computational behavior of
the sequent rank� list rank� and formula rank functions� and appropri�
ately rewrites the instances of append with respect to the list rank oper�
ator� Application of SequentRankReduce and then the Sup�Inf auto tactic
SIAuto discharges this proof obligation� In every inductive case a subgoal
corresponding to this one is generated and discharged in the same way�

The second subgoal generated by the instantiation of the induction hy�
pothesis is the following Nuprl goal�

 
 L Sequent list

��
 
s�L
� s � �

��
 
s�L
�� s � �� �M ! N�xconcl�

��
 
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a � �� �M ! N�xconcl�

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �M ! 	d�exN��concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� �M ! 	d�exN��concl��

The existential quantier in the conclusion is eliminated by providing the list
L as witness� After decomposing the conjunctions this yields three subgoals�
one for each conjunct in the conclusion of the Nuprl goal�

The rst conjunct is trivially discharged as it occurs as hypothesis ���
Decomposing the second conjunct results in a Nuprl goal requiring us to

show the goal sequent is valid under the assumption that all sequents in the
list L are valid�

��
 
s�L
�� s

� �� �M ! 	d�exN��concl�

Consider the following lemma characterizing the relationship of validity be�
tween the eliminant and the goal sequent�

�T formula not left sound


concl�M�NFormula list
 
fFormula


�� �M ! N�fconcl� � �� �M ! 	d�efN��concl�

Backchaining through this lemma yields the following Nuprl subgoal�

� �� �M ! N�xconcl�

This simpler goal is trivially proved by backchaining through the hypotheses�
This completes the proof of the obligation induced by the second conjunct�

�




The proof obligation generated by the third conjunct relies on another
lemma� this one justifying that any assignment falsifying the eliminant also
falsies the goal sequent�

�T formula not left falsifiable


concl�M�NFormula list
 
fFormula
 
aAssignment


a � �� �M ! N�fconcl��� a ��� �M ! 	d�efN��concl�

After decomposing the conclusion containing the third conjunct we have the
following proof node�

��
 a Assignment

��
 	s�L
a � �� s

� a ��� �M ! 	d�exN��concl�

Backchaining through the lemma formula not left falsifiable and then
backchaining through the hypotheses discharge this goal completing the
proof of the case where a negation occurs in the hypothesis�

The proofs of the other inductive cases� i�e� a non�zero rank formula oc�
curs in either the hyp or the concl lists� proceed similarly� One �or two�
sequent�s� of smaller rank that behave appropriately under the sequent va�
lidity and sequent falsiability relations are used to instantiate the induc�
tion hypothesis� In the case only one instance of the induction hypothesis
is needed because the resulting list is provided as witness to eliminate the
existential quantier in the conclusion� If two occurrences of the induction
hypothesis are needed� two sequent lists are generated by the two appli�
cations of the induction hypothesis� The existential in the conclusion is
eliminated by the list created by conjoining them� In every case� the second
and third conjuncts of the conclusion are justied by backchaining through
lemmas which characterize the elimination of an operator from the non�zero
rank formula� The cases of an or or an implication in the hypothesis list
hyp induce two hypotheses as does an occurrence of and in the conclusion
list concl�

������� Conjunction on the left In this case a non�zero rank formula
occurring on the left is a conjunction of the form x�d�ex�� This yields the
following Nuprl goal�

�
 x� Formula

��



 
 x� Formula

��
 
SSequent

� S � � �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl�

� 		LSequent list


s�L
� s � �

� 	
s�L
�� s � �� S �

� 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a � �� s � a ��� S��

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment


	s�L
a � �� s � a ��� �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl��

In this case the induction hypothesis is instantiated with the sequent
�x�x�M ! N�concl�� Note� the conjunction x�d�ex� has been removed
from the hypothesis list of the goal sequent and the two conjuncts x� and
x� have been prepended to it�

The following lemma justies the claim that validity of this simpler se�
quent implies the validity of the more complex one�

�T formula and left sound


concl�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula


�� �qrM ! N�concl� � �� �M ! 	qd�erN��concl�

That any assignment falsifying the eliminant also falsies the goal se�
quent is justied by the following lemma�

�T formula and left falsifiable


concl�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula
 
aAssignment


a � �� �qrM ! N�concl��� a ��� �M ! 	qd�erN��concl�

������� Disjunction on the left In this case a disjunction of the form
x�d�ex� occurs on the left� Elimination of a disjunction on the left is the
rst case seen here requiring two instances of the induction hypothesis� After
copying the induction hypothesis and making appropriate substitutions we
are presented with the following Nuprl goal�

�
 x� Formula

 
 x� Formula

��
 
SSequent

��



� S � � �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl�

� 		LSequent list


s�L
� s � �

� 	
s�L
�� s � �� S �

� 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� S��

��
 
SSequent

� S � � �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl�

� 		LSequent list


s�L
� s � �

� 	
s�L
�� s � �� S �

� 	
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a ��� S��

� 	LSequent list

� 
s�L
� s � �

� � 	
s�L
�� s � �� �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment


� 	s�L
a � �� s � a ��� �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl��

The rst induction hypothesis is instantiated with the sequent �x�M
! N�concl� and the second induction hypothesis is instantiated with the
sequent �x�M ! N�concl�� The rst instantiation results in the declara�
tion of a list L and the second in L�� Discharging the existential quantier
in the conclusion with the list 	L ! L�� �the append of L and L�� results in
the following Nuprl goal�

��
 L Sequent list

��
 
s�L
� s � �

��
 
s�L
�� s � �� �x�M ! N�concl�

��
 
aAssignment
 	s�L
a ��� s � a � �� �x�M ! N�concl�

��
 L� Sequent list

��
 
s�L�
� s � �

��
 
s�L�
�� s � �� �x�M ! N�concl�

��
 
aAssignment
 	s�L�
a ��� s � a ��� �x�M ! N�concl�

� 	
s�L
� s � � � 
s�L�
� s � ��

� � 	
s�L
�� s � 
s�L�
�� s � �� �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl� �

� � 	
aAssignment

� 	s�	L ! L��
a ��� s � a ��� �M ! 	x�d�ex�N��concl��

To complete the proof of this case we must prove the three conjuncts of the
conclusion�

��



The rst conjunct� that L and L� only contain zero rank sequents� is
justied by hypotheses �� and ���

The second conjunct� that the validity of all sequents in L and the validity
of all sequents in L� implies the validity of the goal sequent� is justied by
the following lemma�

�T formula or left sound


concl�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula


�� �qM ! N�concl� � �� �rM ! N�concl�

� �� �M ! 	qd�erN��concl�

Backchaining through this lemma and then through the hypotheses com�
pletes the proof of this branch�

Finally� the third conjunct� specifying that the falsiability of any se�
quent in the list 	L ! L�� implies the falsiability of the goal� is justied
by the following lemma�

�T formula or left falsifiable


concl�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula
 
aAssignment


a ��� �qM ! N�concl� � a ��� �rM ! N�concl�

�� a ��� �M ! 	qd�erN��concl�

As above� backchaining through the lemma� and then through the hypothe�
ses� completes the proof of this case�

������� Implication on the left Like disjunction� the occurrence of an
implication on the left requires two instances of the induction hypothesis�
One is instantiated with the sequent �rM ! N�concl� and the other with
the sequent �M ! N�qconcl�� To see why these sequents are the correct
eliminants for an implication on the left� consider the cases already given for
disjunction on the the left and negation on the left and then recall the equiv�
alence of a classical implication 	qd�er� with the disjunction 	d�eqd�er��

After instantiating the two induction hypotheses with these eliminants
we are left with list L and L� having the properties specied by the induction
hypothesis� Discharging the existential quantier in the conclusion of the
proof node with the list 	L ! L�� we are left to prove the familiar three
part conjunct� The proof closely re�ects that given above for the case of a
disjunction on the left� The rst conjunct is trivially discharged because of
the properties of the lists L and L�� The lemmas supporting the proofs of
the second and third conjuncts are as follows�

�	



�T formula imp left sound


concl�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula


�� �M ! N�qconcl� � �� �rM ! N�concl�

� �� �M ! 	qd�erN��concl�

�T formula imp left falsifiable


concl�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula
 
aAssignment


a � �� �rM ! N�concl� � a � �� �M ! N�qconcl�

�� a � �� �M ! 	qd�erN��concl�

����� The conclusion contains non�atomic formula

Should the hypothesis list hyp be atomic and the conclusion list concl con�
tain a non�atomic formula the proofs are nearly symmetrical with those pre�
sented above� and we do not give them here� The falsiability and soundness
lemmas supporting the cases are listed below without further comment�

������� A variable on the right The case of a variable formula occur�
ring on the right and assumed to have non�zero rank is contradictory and
this case is discharged as it was above�

������� Negation on the right

�T formula not right sound


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
fFormula


�� �fhyp�M ! N� � �� �hyp�M ! 	d�efN��

�T formula not right falsifiable


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
fFormula
 
aAssignment


a � �� �fhyp�M ! N��� a ��� �hyp�M ! 	d�efN��

������� Conjunction on the right

�T formula and right sound


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula


�� �hyp�qM ! N� � �� �hyp�rM ! N�

� �� �hyp�M ! 	qd�erN��

�T formula and right falsifiable


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula
 
aAssignment


a � �� �hyp�qM ! N� � a ��� �hyp�rM ! N��

� a � �� �hyp�M ! 	qd�erN��

��



������� Disjunction on the right

�T formula or right sound


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula


�� �hyp�qrM ! N� � �� �hyp�M ! 	qd�erN��

�T formula or right falsifiable


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula
 
aAssignment


a ��� �hyp�qrM ! N��� a ��� �hyp�M ! 	qd�erN��

������� Implication on the right

�T formula imp right sound


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula


�� �qhyp�rM ! N� � �� �hyp�M ! 	qd�erN��

�T formula imp right falsifiable


hyp�M�NFormula list
 
q�rFormula
 
aAssignment


a � �� �qhyp�rM ! N��� a ��� �hyp�M ! 	qd�erN��

This completes the proof of the normalization lemma�

��� Remarks on Normalization and Sequent Proof Rules

Those familiar with sequent presentations of classical propositional logic
may have noticed the correspondence between the inductive proof steps of
the normalization lemma and the ordinary sequent proof rules�

A sequent proof rule is a gure having one of three forms�

S
or

S�
S

or
S� S�
S

where S� S� and S� are sequents� S� and S� being the hypotheses of the rule
and S being the conclusion� The rule having no hypotheses is an axiom�

We construct a sequent proof system from the proof of decidability by
adding one rule for each inductive step in the proof of the normalization
lemma and adding one axiom which we will relate to the proof of the lemma
zero rank valid or falsifiable� For each inductive step in the normal�
ization proof the goal sequent is made the conclusion of a new rule and the
sequent�s� used to instantiate the inductive hypothesis are the hypotheses�
Thus� the rules can be viewed as backward elimination steps� each rule spec�
ifying how to eliminant one operator occurring either on the left or the right

��



side of a sequent� Following this prescription� the proof of the normalization
lemma yields the following sequent proof system�

�M�N� p �� concl�

�M��d	ep ��N�� concl�

�p �� hyp� M�N�

�hyp� M��d	ep �� N��

�q �� r ��M�N� concl�

�M��qd�er �� N�� concl�

�hyp� q ��M�N� �hyp� r ��M�N�

�hyp� M��qd�er �� N��

�q ��M�N� concl� �r ��M�N� concl�

�M��qd�er ��N�� concl�

�hyp� q �� r ��M�N�

�hyp� M��qd�er �� N��

�M�N� q �� concl� �r ��M�N� concl�

�M��qd�er �� N�� concl�

�q �� hyp� r ��M�N�

�hyp� M��qd�er �� N��

Examination of the proof of the lemma zero rank valid or falsifiable

reveals that atomic sequents are valid whenever its hypothesis list and con�
clusion lists share a formula� This yields the following axiom to complete
the proof system�

�M � q �� N� M �� q ��N ��

In the proof we�ve presented here� application of the axiom rule �in the
form of the lemma zero rank valid or falsifiable� is further restricted
to the case when all formulas in the hypothesis and conclusion lists are
atomic� This restriction is not required for soundness�
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